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Business Buyer Directory, LLC refers established companies for sale with > $1MM EBITDA, all industries, for a nominal, buyer paid, “success only” referral fee, paid only if purchased.  

There is no cost or obligation to pursue this company for sale.  

================================================================================ 
MANUFACTURER / SUPPLIER OF CORROSION PROOF COATINGS 

Texas 
 

< Geographic Markets include the US, Canada, and Singapore  > 
2018 Est. Revenue: $6,800,000 

2018 Est. EBITDA: $1,422,000 (21% margin) 
 

 
 

The Company is a leading manufacturer and supplier of corrosion coatings for the oil and gas industry 
located in the Southern US. The Company was incorporated in 1985 with the goal of supplying a limited 

selection of quality coatings for corrosion prone oil and gas equipment.  
 

Coating & Application Sales - Its highly knowledgeable employees provide technologically advanced 
products that satisfy the corrosion protection needs of various industries through an intensive research 

and development program, utilizing the in-house lab, and independent testing facilities. Application Sales 
- It provides specialty traveling application crews and an in-house application facility to serve any coating 

needs. The Company’s specialty application crews travel across the country applying proprietary 
coatings to floors, pools, and historic vessels using 20+ specialty products. In addition to coating 

applications, the Company also provides custom work including: refurbishing pump housings/impellers, 
fabrication rollers, valves, production risers, chemical tanks, and exchangers.  

 
The Company currently leases a 65,000 square foot manufacturing facility and an 8,000 square foot 

fabrication shop on 10 acres of land, which is approximately 50 miles east of an international airport. The 
facility’s close proximity to key oilfield access points allows the Company to service larger clients while 

increasing the overall visibility. The facility primarily consists of offices, office equipment, fabrication 
equipment, application equipment, and direct access to a major interstate. The Company occupies a 

state-of-the-art facility, with redundant systems and excess land which could easily support increased 
capacity for future growth.  

 
Strong Profit Growth: The Company’s established processes and procedures enabled it to consistently 
increase EBIT. From 2015 to 2017, the Company’s efficient operations resulted in a compound annual 

growth rate for EBIT of nearly 22%. 
 

 
This information is secured from sources BUSINESS BUYER DIRECTORY, LLC, “BBD”, believes to be reliable and accurate. BBD makes no representations or warranties 
whatsoever as to the accuracy of any of this information. Interested parties of the above noted company must verify the accuracy of this information and conduct their own 
due diligence and bear all risk for any information inaccuracies. BBD: does NOT represent this company or its agents, is not a business broker; are not FINRA/ NASD 
registered, provides only seller contact information, no advisory inputs. This is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation to sell securities. Information is void where prohibited. 
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